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Abstract
An important aspect of SVM-based speaker verification is the
choice of dynamic kernel. Recently there has been interest in
the use of kernels based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence be-
tween GMMs. Since this has no closed-form solution, typically
a matched-pair upper bound is used instead. This places sig-
nificant restrictions on the forms of model structure that may
be used. All GMMs must contain the same number of com-
ponents and must be adapted from a single background model.
For many tasks this will not be optimal. In this paper, dynamic
kernels are proposed based on alternative, variational approxi-
mations to the KL divergence. Unlike the matched-pair bound,
these do not restrict the forms of GMM that may be used. Addi-
tionally, using a more accurate approximation of the divergence
may lead to performance gains. Preliminary results using these
kernels are presented on the NIST 2002 SRE dataset.
Index Terms: Speaker Verification, Support Vector Machines,
Dynamic Kernels

1. Introduction
Speaker verification (SV) is a binary classification task in
which the objective is to determine whether or not a speech
utterance was spoken by a specific claimed speaker. There
has been considerable interest and success in applying sup-
port vector machines (SVMs) to this task. Many state-of-the-
art SV systems make use of distributional kernels, such as
the GMM-supervector [1] and the nonlinear GMM-supervector
kernels [2]. For these kernels, a generative model is trained to
represent each utterance in the dataset. The kernel function be-
tween a pair of utterances is then derived from the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence between the corresponding models.
For text-independent tasks, typically Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) are used. In this case there exists no closed-form so-
lution of the KL divergence. Instead the matched-pair bound
is used. However, this approximation requires that all GMMs
contain the same number of components and that components
with the same index are coordinated. In practice this means that
all GMMs must be adapted from a single universal background
model (UBM). This restriction may limit the performance of a
SV system.

Recently, it has been shown that by introducing additional
variational distributions over Gaussian components, more accu-
rate approximations to the KL divergence can be derived. In
this paper, two of these approximations, the variational approx-
imation [3] and the variational upper bound [3, 4], are used
to motivate new forms of dynamic kernel. Unlike the GMM-
supervector kernel, these variational kernels do not restrict all
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GMMs to have the same structure. This allows more complex
training schemes. For example, GMMs may be adapted from a
range of gender or noise condition-dependent background mod-
els. Additionally, the use of an kernel that more accurately re-
flects the true KL divergence between GMMsmay lead to gains.
This paper is organised as follows: the next section introduces
the KL divergence and describes two variational approxima-
tions to the divergence between GMMs. In section 3 the use
of the KL divergence for SV is discussed and dynamic kernels
are proposed based on the variational approximations. In sec-
tion 4 preliminary experimental results on the NIST 2002 SRE
task are presented. Finally conclusions are drawn.

2. KL divergence with GMMs
The Kullback-Leibler divergence defines the relative entropy
between two distributions. For distributions fi and fj over o,
the divergence,KL(fi||fj), is defined by

KL(fi||fj) =
Z

fi(o) log
fi(o)

fj(o)
do (1)

For Gaussian distributions, f̃i(o) = N (o;μi,Σi) and
f̃j(o) = N (o;μj ,Σj) the KL divergence can be expressed
as

KL(f̃i||f̃j) =
1

2

ˆ
log

|Σj |
|Σi|

+ Tr[Σj
−1Σi]− d

+(μi − μj)
TΣj

−1(μi − μj)
˜

(2)

where d is the dimensionality of o. For GMM distri-
butions fi(o) =

PN
n=1 cinN (o;μin,Σin) and fj(o) =PM

m=1 cjmN (o;μjm,Σjm) there exists no closed-form so-
lution. Instead the divergence must be estimated. This may
be achieved either by using sampling approaches or by finding
a closed-form expression that approximates the true KL diver-
gence. Here the latter approach is examined. When N = M ,
a commonly used upper bound to the KL divergence is the
matched-pair bound. This is defined by

KLMP(fi||fj) =
MX

m=1

cim

»
log

cim
cjm

+KL(fim||fjm)

–
(3)

where KL(fin||fjm) indicates the divergence between com-
ponent n of fi and componentm of fj . Permuting the compo-
nents of one distribution will affect the obtained bound. Hence
the matched-pair bound is only suitable when there is a clearly
defined coordination between pairs of components from the two
distributions. This may be the case when both are adapted from
the same background distribution but will not be true gener-
ally. In the following subsections, two variational approxima-
tions are described that do not suffer from these restrictions.
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2.1. Variational approximation
A variational approximation was derived by Hershey and
Olsen [3]. Here the KL divergence is initially decomposed into
the difference between two expected values

KL(fi||fj)=
Z
fi(o) log fi(o) do −

Z
fi(o) log fj(o) do (4)

A lower bound can then be derived separately for each of the
terms in 4. Starting with the second term, a bound may be ob-
tained by introducing a discrete variational distribution qm|n,
such that qm|n > 0 and

PM
m=1 qm|n = 1. Here, fin(o) is used

to indicate the likelihood of o given the Gaussian distribution
associated with component n of distribution fi.

Z
fi(o) log fj(o) do

=

Z MX
n=1

cinfin(o) log
MX

m=1

qm|n
cjmfjm(o)

qm|n
do

≥
Z MX

n=1

cinfin(o)
MX

m=1

qm|n log
cjmfjm(o)

qm|n
do (5)

This lower bound is tightest when the expression is maximised
with respect to qm|n. The optimal value q̂m|n is given by

q̂m|n =
cjme−KL(fin||fjm)PM
r=1 cjre

−KL(fin||fjr)
(6)

Similarly, a second variational distribution may be introduced
to obtain a lower bound to the first term in equation 4. Taking
the difference between the two lower bounds yields a variational
approximation to the KL divergence.

KLVAR(fi||fj) =
NX

n=1

cin log

PN
s=1 cise

−KL(fin||fis)PM
m=1cjme−KL(fin||fjm)

(7)

Although equation 7 is not a strict bound, in practice it forms
a close approximation to the KL divergence. This variational
approximation is related to the matched-pair bound. For the
case where fi and fj have equal numbers of components and
when the variational distributions are only non-zero whenm =
n the approximation becomes an upper bound and is equivalent
to the form given in equation 3.

2.2. Variational upper bound
A variational upper bound was derived independently in [4]
and [3]. Like the variational approximation, two discrete vari-
ational distributions qm|n ≥ 0 and vn|m ≥ 0 are intro-
duced. Here, these distributions satisfy the following con-
straints

PM
m=1 qm|n = cin and

PN
n=1 vn|m = cjm. Using

Jensen’s inequality the following bound may be obtained.

KL(fi||fj)=−
Z
fi(o) log

M,NX
m,n=1

qm|nfin(o)

fi(o)

vn|mfjm(o)

qm|nfin(o)
do

≤−
Z
fi(o)

M,NX
m,n=1

qm|nfin(o)

fi(o)
log

vn|mfjm(o)

qm|nfin(o)
do

KLUP(fi||fj)=
M,NX

m,n=1

qm|n

»
log

qm|n
vn|m

+KL(fin||fjm)

–
(8)

This bound is tightest when q and v are selected to minimise
equation 8. Unlike for the variational approximation there is
no closed-form expression for the optimal q and v. However,
by fixing one set of variational parameters and optimising the
other the following update rules are obtained.

vn|m
(k+1) =

cjmqm|n
(k)

PN
s=1 qm|s

(k)
(9)

qm|n
(k+1) =

cinvn|m
(k)e−KL(fin||fjm)

PM
r=1 vn|r

(k)e−KL(fin||fjr)
(10)

By iteratively reapplying equation 9 and 10 the upper bound
will be tightened. In [3] the variational distributions were ini-
tialised to vn|m = qm|n = cjmcin since any parameters that
are set to zero will be unchanged after each iteration. Like
the variational approximation, the variational upper bound is re-
lated to the matched-pair bound. When both distributions con-
sist of the same number of components and qm|n = cin and
vn|m = cjm where m = n otherwise qm|n = vn|m = 0 the
variational upper bound will have the same form as equation 3.
The likelihood of this occurring in practice is related to the di-
mension d of the distribution. When d is high qm|n and vn|m
are more likely to be sparse.

3. SVM-based Speaker Verification
SVMs have been successfully applied to a wide range of ma-
chine learning problems. One reason for this is that they can be
kernelised. In SVM training and inference all references to data
are in the form of inner-products between data examples. It is
then possible to define a kernel function k(xi,xj) that implic-
itly calculates the inner-product between two vectors in some,
possibly very high dimensional, feature space. Standard forms
of kernel, such as the polynomial or Gaussian kernel, have been
found to provide gains over linear kernels on a range of tasks.
One issue when applying SVMs to speech processing tasks is
that most standard forms of kernel only operate on data of fixed
dimensionality. However, speech utterances are typically vari-
able length sequences O = {o1, . . . , oT }. This has led to the
development of dynamic/sequence kernels. These kernels oper-
ate on sequences and have the form

K(Oi,Oj) =< φ(Oi),φ(Oj) > (11)
Here φ(O) is a function that maps a sequence of observations
to a fixed dimensional vector. For parametric and derivative
kernels [5] the form of φ(O) is explicitly specified. Alterna-
tively, φ(O) may be implicitly defined by K(Oi,Oj). The
form of kernel function also defines the distance metric between
two feature vectors. In the following sections, schemes are de-
scribed for obtaining kernel functions suitable for SV from the
approximations to the KL divergence introduced in section 2.

3.1. GMM-supervector kernels
The Kullback-Leibler divergence is commonly used as a simi-
larity measure between distributions. It may therefore also be
used to motivate kernel functions suitable for speaker verifica-
tion. One approach is learn a distribution fi associated with the
speech from each utterance Oi. A kernel function K(Oi,Oj)
is then defined between two utterances Oi and Oj based on an
approximation to the KL divergence between fi and fj . For the
GMM-supervector [1] and related kernels, fi and fj are con-
strained to be GMMs that differ only in the means. Under these
conditions, the matched-pair bound, defined in equation 3, may
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be used. Since the KL divergence is asymmetric, the symmet-
ric KL divergence, KL(fi||fj) + KL(fj ||fi), is often used
instead. This equals zero if and only if fi = fj , otherwise it
is positive. These properties are typical of a distance metric
rather than an inner product. It is therefore common to alter
the function prior to use such that it behaves more like an inner
product. One approach is to make use of the polarisation iden-
tity, D(a, b)2 = K(a, a) − 2K(a, b) + K(b, b). This defines
a relationship between a distanceD(a, b) and a kernel function
K(a, b) in a particular space. For the GMM-supervector kernel,
the distance between fi and fj is defined by

D(fi, fj)
2 = KLMP(fi||fj) +KLMP(fj ||fi) (12)

This distance is related, via the polarisation identity, to the stan-
dard GMM-supervector [1] kernel function.

KGMM−SV(Oi,Oj) =
MX

m=1

cmμim
TΣm

−1μjm (13)

An alternative approach to obtaining a kernel function from a
distance metric is via exponentiation. When KL(fi||fj) is ap-
proximated using the matched-pair bound this yields

KMP(Oi,Oj)=e−α
PM

m=1 cm(μim−μjm)TΣm
−1(μim−μjm) (14)

where α is a constant scaling term. Equation 14 has the form of
the nonlinear GMM-supervector kernel used in [2]. A related
kernel, based on Gaussian distributions, was used in [6]. Polari-
sation and exponentiation are closely related. Whenα = 1/2σ2

equation 14 is equivalent to applying an RBF kernel to stan-
dard GMM-supervector features. However, unlike the GMM-
supervector kernel, KMP(Oi,Oj) does not have an explicit as-
sociated feature-space.

3.2. Variational dynamic kernels
For kernels that are derived using the matched-pair bound, such
as (13) and (14), any experimental conditions that weaken the
coordination between components are likely to also degrade
performance. This includes performing multiple iterations of
adaptation or applying MAP with low values of τ . Alterna-
tively, kernels may be derived using either the variational ap-
proximation or the variational upper bound introduced in sec-
tion 2. Due to the form of these approximations it is difficult to
obtain a suitable kernel using the polarisation identity. This will
be examined in further work. Here, exponentiation is used in a
similar approach to equation 14. For the variational approxima-
tion, the following kernel is obtained.

KVAR(Oi,Oj) = e−α[KLVAR(fi||fj)+KLVAR(fj ||fi)] (15)

A kernel may also be derived using the variational upper bound.

KUP(Oi,Oj) = e−α[KLUP(fi||fj)+KLUP(fj ||fi)] (16)

Evaluating equation 16 requires optimising four sets of varia-
tional parameters. (This process is implicit for the variational
approximation.) When both GMMs consist of M components
and the variational parameters between components n and m
are non-zero only when n = m, the obtained kernels will be
identical to equation 14. Unlike the GMM-supervector or non-
linear GMM-supervector kernels, there is no requirement that
all GMMs have the same structure or are adapted from the same
background model. There are a number of situations where

this is useful. If the duration of utterances vary greatly within
the dataset, gains may be obtained by allowing the number of
components per GMM to vary. Hence an utterance dependent-
tradeoff could be made between increasing model flexibility
and avoiding overfitting the data. Alternatively, when utter-
ances come from speakers of varying genders or dialects, or are
recorded under a range of different noise-conditions it may be
advantageous to adapt each utterance from a background model
that more closely resembles the characteristics of the utterance.
This approach may also be combined with speaker-clustering
schemes to obtain more accurate background models.

4. Experimental Results
The variational dynamic kernels were evaluated on the 2002
NIST SRE one-speaker detection task [7]1. Each utterance was
parameterised using a frame rate of 10ms and a window size of
30ms. 31 features were extracted per frame, these consisted of
15 static, 15 delta Mel-PLP coefficients and the delta energy.
Cepstral Feature Warping was performed on each utterance us-
ing a three second window to introduce additional robustness to
channel noise. 512-component, diagonal-covariance, gender-
dependent UBMs were trained by EM using all enrollment
utterances of the appropriate gender. For each training and
test speech utterance, a corresponding GMM distribution was
adapted from the appropriate background model. Two iterations
of static-prior mean-only MAP were applied with τ = 1.
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Figure 1: Log-relative deviation between KL-approximation
and MC 10k over all pairs of enrollment utterances.

Initially, the different KL divergence approximations were
compared. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the log-relative
deviation between various approximation scheme and a ref-
erence estimate of the true KL divergence estimated over all
pairs of enrollment utterances. This estimate was obtained us-
ing the Monte Carlo approach described in [3] using 10,000
samples. The difference in accuracy between using 10,000
(MC 10k) and 1,000 (MC 1k) independently drawn samples is
shown in Figure 1. This was small indicating that MC 10k is
a reasonable estimate of the true divergence. The matched-pair
bound, variational approximation and variational upper bound
were calculated using equations 3, 7 and 8 respectively. For
the variational upper bound, qm|n and vn|m were initialised to
qm|n = vn|m = cincjm and re-estimated using equations 9 and
10 for 15 iterations. For within-gender comparisons, there was
a strong coordination between pairs of Gaussian components.
Here the accuracy of the three approximations was similar. For

1The 2002 SRE data was chosen as it is one of the most recent eval-
uation datasets to be made generally available through the LDC. Later
datasets are currently only available to SRE participants. However the
techniques discussed here may be easily applied to more recent tasks.
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the variational upper bound the optimal variational parameters
were sparse and consistently approached the matched-pair solu-
tion. This was true to a lesser extent for the variational approxi-
mation which generally provided a closer approximation to the
true KL divergence. For cross-gender comparisons, the true
KL divergence was approximately twice that of within-gender
comparisons. This was due to the use of gender-dependent
UBMs. In these cases there was no clear coordination between
components. Here the matched-pair bound typically exceeded
the true KL divergence by an order of magnitude. In compar-
ison, for the two variational approximations cross and within-
gender accuracy was similar.
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Figure 2: Gender-dependent system using various kernels
Next, the variational kernels were evaluated. SVM classi-

fiers were trained using SVMlight [8] with C set to the default
value. Initially, imposter examples were obtained from the en-
rollment data associated with other speakers of the same gen-
der2. Kernels were evaluated based on the matched-pair bound
(MP), variational (VAR) and variational upper bound (UP) ap-
proximations. For all exponential kernels α was fixed at 1.
During preliminary experiments this optimised performance of
MP. A GMM-supervector (GMM-SV) kernel was also evaluated.
The DET curve in Figure 2 compares the performance of all
kernels. GMM-SV performance was significantly better than the
other kernels despite using the same GMMmodels. This agrees
with results reported in [2]. There, gains were achieved by nor-
malising the matched-pair estimate of the divergence between
the background model and each GMM. This is nontrivial for
the variational approximations and will be the subject of fu-
ture work. Overall the three kernels based on exponential KL-
approximations performed at a roughly similar level. The best
performing kernel was (VAR) with an EER of 9.68%. Since the
experimental setup did not require cross-gender kernel evalua-
tions these results are in line with the accuracies in Figure 1.

Finally, the kernels were evaluated using GMMs adapted
from a range of background models. Here the imposter set
consisted of enrollment speech from both genders. Results for
this experimental setup, (GD-UBM), are shown in Table 1 and
compared with the strictly gender-dependent setup (GD) used in
Figure 2. For all systems, minDCF results were in line with
reported EERs. For the matched-pair kernel, including cross-
speaker imposter data degraded performance by 0.42% EER.

2The setup used did not conform to the NIST SRE protocol, since
enrollment data was used for both UBM training and imposter mod-
elling. This was necessary due to the limited amount of development
data available to the authors.

System Equal Error Rate (%)
GMM-SV VAR UP MP

GD 8.35 9.68 9.89 9.91
GD-UBM 8.38 9.59 9.69 10.29
GI 8.89 9.91 10.05 10.11

Table 1: Kernel performance using a) gender-dependent UBMs
and imposter data (GD), b) gender-dependent UBMs and
gender-independent imposter data (GD-UBM) and c) gender-
independent UBM and imposter data (GI)

The fact that this loss is relatively small, and does not occur
for the GMM-SV system, is due to the ability of the SVM to
select appropriate support vectors. For MP, only 7% of im-
poster support vectors came from cross-gender speakers. For
VAR and UP, small performance gains were observed. To estab-
lish whether this was simply due to the additional imposter data,
a third experimental setup (GI) was also evaluated. Here all dis-
tributions were adapted from a single gender-independent back-
ground model. Again, imposter data from both genders was
used for each target speaker. For all kernels evaluated this sys-
tem performed worst. This degradation was primarily because
the utterance-dependent distributions were less well adapted to
the speech. Unfortunately, the lack of cross-gender trials in the
2002 NIST SRE meant that the gains that may be obtained by
including cross-gender imposter data are limited.

5. Conclusion
This paper has described how kernel functions suitable for
speaker verification may be derived from two variational ap-
proximations to the KL divergence between GMMs. Unlike
standard dynamic kernels such as the GMM-supervector that
are based on the matched-pair bound, these may be applied
when models vary in structure or are adapted from differ-
ent background distributions. Preliminary experimental results
were presented on the NIST 2002 task. Future work will ex-
amine the use of more complex training schemes, for example
where GMM-structure is allowed to vary, or where clusters of
speakers are adapted from a wider range of background models.
The use of KL divergence based model normalisation, as in [2],
or development of variational kernels derived using polarisation
may also lead to further gains.
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